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ABSTRACT 

High speed networking technology has evolved tremendously over the past few 

years. As a result, network applications which require the transfer of large amounts 

of data over large geographical areas are now possible using fiber optic networks. One 

of these such applications is the transfer of color image data at the regional, national, 

and international levels. ImageNet is a distributed color image database system with 

multiple database nodes and user workstations linked by a communications network. 

Each database node serves a number of user workstations within a predefined region. 

The database nodes are interconnected by a high speed point to point fiber optic 

network whereas the workstations communicate with the database nodes through 

a serial link. The work presented here is the design and implementation of the 

user interface and communication software for a workstation. For development and 

prototyping purposes, this software was designed to run over an Ethernet network. 

The results obtained showed that the user workstation software provided the required 

functionality. We were able to make data dictionary requests, formulate queries, make 

single and multiple online as well as offline image transfers, and display images. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The availability of high speed networking technology has opened a number of op

portunities for new network applications in both the commercial and military sectors. 

One of these applications is the transfer of image data on the regional, national, and 

international level. A traditional problem for this application has been the movement 

and management of image database information [14, 16, 21]. Most approaches have 

considered the use of telephone lines and leased lines as the underlying communica

tions system. The results have shown poor response times and limited bandwidth. 

This project addresses the same problem for a color image database, using a dis

tributed system and network approach to solve the problems of poor response times 

and limited bandwidth. This document describes the overall system architecture, as 

well as the hardware and software components for ImageNet. An underlying assump

tion is the existence of a high speed communications network, such as the 45 Mbps 

NSFNET backbone [9]. 
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to design, implement, and test a prototype for 

the user interface and communications software for ImageNet; at a user workstation 

and database node. The user interface software provides a simple X-windows menu 

driven environment from which the user can formulate requests to the database node. 

User requests are sent out to the database node using the ImageNet frame formats 

described in Section 3.2. Upon receiving a response from the database node, the 

information is extracted from the frame and presented to the user. Users are notified 

of any errors or abnormal events by displaying a window with an error message. The 

software has been designed in a modular fashion to facilitate maintenance and to 

allow for the migration to a PC environment. 

1.3 Approach 

ImageNet has a distributed architecture with multiple database nodes (DBNs) 

and workstations (WSs) linked by a communications network. It exists on a national 

basis, having database nodes in selected regions throughout the United States. Each 

database node serves its region by providing image information and it is connected to 

other regional database nodes to exchange information when needed. Since we do not 

have access to regional nodes, the architecture for ImageNet has been emulated using 

an Ethernet network, in the Computer Engineering Research Laboratory. ImageNet 

over the Ethernet includes workstations used as servers and user end points. The 
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software for the database nodes and workstations has been developed on a Unix-

based Sun or equivalent platform. The communications network uses TCP/IP as the 

basis for packet switching image and control information transfer. The ImageNet 

system has been described in terms of a client-server model [16], Where the software 

residing at the workstation is the client and the DBN software is the server. The client 

is responsible for establishing a connection to the server, initiating transactions, and 

finally releasing the connection. The server is always listening for connection requests. 

When a request is detected, a child server process is created to handle the client 

requests. Upon releasing the connection, the child server terminates. 

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes 

the overall ImageNet system design and architecture. Chapter 3 provides a detailed 

description of the user interface and communications software design. Section 3.1 

gives a brief introduction to the X-windows system and the X-Toolkit. The X-

windows user interface is covered in Section 3.1 immediately following the background 

material. The workstation to database communications software design is presented 

in Section 3.2. Chapter 4 presents the conclusions and results reached from the study 

and suggests possible areas for further development and improvement. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

This chapter describes the overall architecture of ImageNet as well as each of 

its major components. The ImageNet specifications and designed described in this 

section were developed before coding was started. 

2.1 Overall ImageNet Architecture 

ImageNet is distributed nationally over a large geographical area, such as the 

continental United States. ImageNet user Workstations (WSs) are spread all over the 

country and are put into clusters, or regions, by the definition of a regional Database 

Node (DBN). Figure 2.1 shows a small ImageNet network, consisting of four regional 

DBNs. The DBNs communicate with each other through a national communications 

network. ImageNet users in each region are connected point-to-point to a regional 

DBN using telephone and modem communications. The user requests an image or 

set of images using a workstation at his site. The DBN retrieves the image set from 

its database disks and transmits the images to the user workstation where they are 

stored in local disk. If the image set is not within that regional DBN, then the DBN 

searches the other regional DBNs for that image set. Eventually, if the image set is 
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found, it is sent to the DBN in search for the images and finally delivered to the WS 

user. Another approach is to connect all the user workstations to packet switching 

nodes on the national communications network. 

The ImageNet system components include the following: 

Database Nodes (DBNs): Regional database nodes which contain the region's 

images and textual information. Users retrieve images and text from these 

nodes. Figure 2.2 shows a DBN in more detail. 

User Workstations (WSs): These are Unix-based Sun-class workstations operat

ing under an X-windows environment, with color graphics capabilities and local 

disk storage. The Unix operating system provides a number of features which 

make it suitable for the user interface and the development of image display 

software [17]. 

Communications Network: This consists of two parts, the first part is a commu

nications network to link the DBNs. The other, provides direct communication 

between a user WS and a DBN node. The DBN network uses optical fiber as its 

transmission medium and consists of a partially interconnected point-to-point 

backbone network. Other network considerations and topologies for distributed 

systems are described in [12, 13]. 
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Figure 2.1: ImageNet architecture is distributed into regions 
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2.1.1 User Scenarios 

This section describes how users retrieve, store, and view images and text infor

mation retrieved from the DBN. 

a. Image Storage 

The color image database is generated at each DBN site. Images are accumu

lated at each DBN site, mostly in picture form. The pictures are digitized using 

a color frame grabber interface in the DBN computer system. The output of the 

frame grabber interface is a color image, formatted according to the Graphics 

Interchange Format (GIF) standard. Each image contains textual information, 

identifying the image and its characteristics. This textual information is used 

for the retrieval of the images using a Query Language in the DBMS of the 

DBN. The DBN contains equipment to perform the digitizing of images on a 

production basis. 

The color images are compressed using the Lempel-Ziv Welch (LZW) image 

compression algorithm provided by GIF and stored in the compressed format. 

The DBMS is responsible for storing the images and text in the database disks. 

A relationship between the textual information, the color images, and the stor

age on disks is kept by the DBMS. 
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b. Image Retrieval 

Images are retrieved from a DBN upon the initiation of an image retrieval 

request at a User Workstation (WS). The WS user makes an image request 

through a menu set at the WS, which is then packaged into a Query Language 

request for the DBMS in the DBN. The WS communications software calls 

the nearest DBN site and automatically transfers the request to the DBMS. 

The DBMS locates the image set, retrieves the images from the disks, and 

transfers them one by one to the WS site. Each image contains identifying 

textual information to be used and displayed at the WS. 

c. Image Viewing 

The users at each WS can view the images in uncompressed form once they are 

stored in the local disk at the WS. The images are uncompressed when they are 

called up by the WS user. The image set at a WS is viewed by cycling through 

a user menu which allows the user to select the image to view. The image set 

can be kept at the WS for a period of time and later discarded. Images are 

never returned back to the DBN site. 
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2.1.2 Performance Requirements 

This section describes the preliminary performance requirements for ImageNet. 

The performance requirements are derived based on user scenarios and required re

sponse times which make the system useful to the users. The performance require

ments are also based on parameters obtained from simulations of Picture Archiving 

and Communications Systems (PACS) [21, 22]. 

a. DBN Connection Delay Time 

This time should not exceed 30 seconds from the start of the connection request 

at the WS. 

b. Image Query Response Time 

This time is the amount of time the user waits once the WS sends an image 

query and receives a response from the DBN's DBMS, and should not exceed 

30 seconds. 

c. WS Image Retrieval Delay Time 

This time is the amount of time it takes to transfer the first image from the DBN 

to the WS, and depends on the image size and speed of the communications 

line. Retrieval time should be less than 2 minutes. 
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d. DBN Image Retrieval Delay Time 

This is the amount of time it takes to retrieve an image from the disk system 

in the DBN and should be less than 30 seconds. 

e. Image Viewing Time 

This is the time it takes to display a stored image on the WS monitor, including 

uncompression algorithm time, and should take less than 30 seconds. 

f. DBN-to-DBN Image Set Transfer Time 

This is the amount of time required to transfer an image set between DBN 

nodes in the Internet. An image set may contain up to 20 images. This time 

depends on the Internet communications system and protocols overhead and 

speed. 

2.2 User Workstations (WSs) 

This section describes the different components of a user workstation. The WS 

must support local image storage, a user interface environment, and communications 

interface to the DBNs. 
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2.2.1 User Interface 

The user interface for ImageNet has been designed taking into consideration that 

potential users may have little or no computer knowledge. Thus, the interface pro

vides a simple but yet efficient set of commands which are presented to the user 

through a menu driven window system. The toplevel menu consists of a set of com

mand buttons which when activated display either pop-down sub-menus or dialog 

windows. Command buttons are activated by mouse events, in this case, the event 

generated by depressing the leftmost button on the mouse while inside the desired 

command area. As a visual aid and information service for the user, an activity win

dow showing commands being executed, is displayed on the upper lefthand corner of 

the screen. This window can be turned on and off by the user. 

The following functions are included in the main menu, as shown in Figure 2.3 

and described further. 

a. Connection 

b. Data Dictionary 

c. Query 

d. Select 

e. Image Retrieval 

f. Image Display 
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g. User options 

Connection 

The Connection command button provides the following functions: 

Connect: Establishes a connection between the user workstation and the database 

node. 

Disconnect: Releases the current connection. 

Quit: Exits the ImageNet user interface program and performs other administrative 

tasks discussed in Section 3.1 of this document. 

Data Dictionary 

Data Dictionary requests are used to query the database for relations or for image 

descriptors, given a specific relation. Images are available at the database for those 

relations obtained from a Data Dictionary request. The number of items returned by 

the database is limited to twenty to avoid overwhelming the user with large amounts 

of data. However, the user has the option of asking for the next set of twenty items 

by using the Data Dictionary More option. Thus, every time a More request is made, 

the following set of items is returned to the user. This operation can be repeated 

until all data is exhausted. When no more data is available, an error message is 

displayed indicating the unavailability of data. 

The Data Dictionary command has five options: 
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Data Dictionary Subject: Requests all image descriptors for the user supplied 

relation. 

Data Dictionary New Subject: Requests all descriptors for the images which 

have been added to the database for a specific relation, after the indicated date. 

The date from which the search is to begin is supplied by the user through a 

dialog window. 

Data Dictionary New All: Requests all new relations that have been added to 

the database after the specified date. 

Data Dictionary All: Requests all relations available in the database. 

Data Dictionary More: Requests more information from the previous Data Dic

tionary or Query request. 

Data Dictionary Regular Expression: Requests all relations matching the pat

tern supplied by the user. 

Select 

This option can be used following a successful Data Dictionary (All, More, or Reg

ular Expression) request. Upon activating the Select command, a window containing 

the relations received from the previous Data Dictionary request is displayed. The 

user can request more specific information about a given relation by making a selec

tion at the window and sending the request. Information sent back by the database 
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in response to a Select request contains the attributes and their corresponding values, 

for the selected relation. 

Query 

This command can only be used after a Select request has been successfully com

pleted. When the Query button is selected, a window containing the response from 

the previous Select request is displayed. The query window is composed of two sub-

windows, the upper window contains the attributes and the lower, their corresponding 

allowed values. When a new attribute is selected, its values are automatically dis

played on the lower window. To formulate a query the user must select each one 

of the attributes of interest and one or more of their supplied values .Two types of 

values can be supplied by the database, numeric or enumerated. The numeric type 

involves a range where the database supplies the lower and upper limits, whereas 

enumerated, is simply a list of all possible values for the given attribute. Any given 

attribute can have one or the other but not both types of values. Numeric values are 

entered by the user through a dialog window. 

Retrieve 

This command is used to retrieve an image or set of images from the database 

nodes. Image names received from the previous Data Dictionary or Query request 

are displayed on a window. The user can choose one or more of these image names 

for retrieval. When an image is received, it is saved in the storage directory on the 

local disk. 



Figure 2.4: Example of an image display using ImageNet 

Image Display 

Upon selecting this command, the names of the images found in the local disk are 

presented to the user in a selection window. To display an image, the user simply 

has to select the image from the window. Multiple images can be displayed at the 

same time. See Figure 2.4 for an example of an image display using ImageNet. 

User Options 

This is a feature aimed towards users who have some computer experience and 

desire to change the default settings. These options include: 

a. Modification of image storage directory 
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b. Modification of display tool directory 

c. Changing display tool 

d. Toggle Activity window On/Off 

e. View offline retrieval logging files 

f. Deleting images 

2.2.2 Workstation Software 

The WS software has been developed under an X-windows environment using the 

C programming language. There are four main modules which constitute the WS 

software, the user interface module, the communications module, the offline module, 

and the error reporting module. The first module provides the X-windows interface to 

the user. Actual X-windows programming is limited to the use of the Athena widget 

set and the intriniscs provided by the X-Toolkit. The initial image manipulation util

ities were obtained from a public domain software package called x-view (xv). This 

image manipulation utility is to be incorporated into the ImageNet software package 

to provide the user with options such as: image enhancement, color quantization, 

image rotation, and size modifications among others. The communications module, 

specifies how data is packed into frames, provides machine independent data repre

sentation and a socket interface to TCP to enable communication between the user 
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Regional Database and User Workstation 

DBN DBN User Workstation 

X-windows interface 
Imagcnet Protocol 

Imagenet Protocol 
I"'S'QL 

Imagenet Protocol 
[""SQL 

XDR XDR XDR 

TCP TCP TCP 

DLL and PL protocols DLL and PL protocols DLL and PL protocols 

National Communications Network 

Figure 2.5: Workstation protocol stack 

WS and the DBN. The offline module services offline requests without user interven

tion and the error reporting module receives error codes and creates the appropriate 

error message window for the user. See Figure 2.5 Workstation Protocol Stack. 
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2.2.3 Workstation Communications 

The WS software at the user level provides the required interface between the user 

and the lower protocol layers software. Any interaction with the user is conducted 

through dialog boxes displayed on the WS. The user interface module takes a user 

request, forwards the request to the next software layer and waits for the completion 

status returned from the communications module. Upon successful completion, in

coming data is received, interpreted and finally presented to the user. The different 

modules communicate with each other through global variables, return values, and 

in some instances shared memory. 

Figure 2.6 shows the Workstation Software Flowchart. 

2.2.4 Error Detection and Reporting 

All communication and system errors should be transparent to the user. When 

an error is detected in the lower layers, an error status is returned to the user level 

software entity which in turn should alert the user of the occurrence of an abnormal 

event. Whenever possible, error recovery should be done independent of the user. If 

the software entity is unable to recover without user intervention then an explanation 

of the error should be presented to the user. The user level software is also responsible 

for detecting errors generated by the user and must take corrective actions. 
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2.2.5 Workstation User Scenarios 

Workstation users are limited to image retrievals, image viewing, image manip

ulations, and local image deletions. Due to the size of the image and the time it 

takes to retrieve an image, two types of retrievals are supported, on-line and off-line 

retrievals. On-line retrievals are performed by users that require or simply desire to 

obtain the image set as soon as possible. Off-line retrievals on the other hand, are 

available for users that want to request one or more images at a time and do not 

require them immediately. 

2.2.6 Workstation Data Structures 

The WS software can store and display image data formatted according the Graph

ics Interchange Format (GIF). Data structures used to collect user requests and store 

information received from the database nodes, are described in Sections 3.2.7 and 

3.2.8. 

2.2.7 Workstation to DBN Software Interface 

The interface between the WS and the DBN's is described in terms of command 

primitives. The WS sends a command primitive to the DBN, the DBN is then 

responsible for interpreting the command and making the proper translation to the 

query language used by the database. Once the query has been completed, the DBN 
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sends a response back to the WS. The following commands have been defined to 

accomplish the communication between the WS and the DBN. 

a. Connect 

b. Disconnect 

c. Data Dictionary 

d. Query 

e. Select 

f. Image Retrieval 

Figures 2.7 to 2.9 show possible sequence of events generated as a result of user 

requests. 

2.3 Database Nodes (DBNs) 

2.3.1 Database Management System (DBMS) 

The data dictionary facility is an essential component of the database management 

system (DBMS) software. It provides the database administrator with information 

regarding all database relations, via a system catalog. The system catalog contains 

information about all relations in the database, the names, types, and allowed values 

for each attribute associated with a given relation. The data dictionary also contains 
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Figure 2.7: WS to DBN interface event sequence 1 
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Figure 2.8: WS to DBN interface event sequence 2 
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Figure 2.9: WS to DBN interface event sequence 3 
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an image catalog. This image catalog contains a record of the name, location and 

date of entry all images present in the DBN. 

The data dictionary facility allows ImageNet users to: 

a. Determine the relations present in the database. 

b. Obtain a subset of the relations present in the database using pattern matching. 

c. Determine the new relations in the database. 

d. Determine the new images added to a specific relation. 

The query interface between a user WS and the DBN simply requires the WS 

software to provide a list of attributes and attribute values, which are selected from 

a set provided by the DBN. When the DBN receives a query, it transforms the list 

of attributes and their corresponding values into an SQL statement, which is then 

processed by the DBMS. In response, the DBMS produces a set of image identifiers 

and descriptors which are returned to the WS. WS users can make use of these 

identifiers to retrieve images from the database. The ImageNet DBMS must be able 

to quickly and efficiently process queries and retrieve images. Since an image set 

may be formed from images dispersed throughout the entire system, the user will be 

allowed to specify online or offline retrieval to minimize toll charges. A combination 

of offline and online retrieval will also be allowed. For example, if the images to be 

retrieved in response to a user's query are scattered throughout the entire system, 

the DBMS could return the images stored in the local node, and download cached 
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images retrieved from remote nodes at a later time, using the offline retrieval. With 

this type of scenario, the DBMS prioritizes local and remote image retrieval requests. 

Figure 2.10 shows how queries are implemented in a DBN. The user connects to 

the regional database via modem to a machine that hosts the DBMS. The query 

from the workstation is translated into SQL, then sent to the DBMS. The DBMS 

produces a set of image/text keys from the query. These are then mapped to physical 

locations by the storage manager. The images are retrieved and either sent to the 

user or cached at the DBN depending on the retrieval mode. 
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Figure 2.10: DBMS architecture 
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2.3.2 DBMS Commands 

Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show WS user and DBN administrator command flow. The 

commands associated with the user path are: 

DATA DICTIONARY QUERIES 

show all new <date> Show all relations created after date. 

show new <subject> <date> Obtain the list of images added to 

relation <subject> on or after <date> 

show all 

show [regexp] 

Show all the relations in the database 

Show all relations whose name match the 

given regular expression. Where 

*/, matches one or more characters 

_ matches any one character 

DATABASE QUERIES 

Prior to a query, the user must select the relation for which the query is to be 

formulated. 

select <relation> Designate relation as the relation 

for the query. 

Upon selecting a relation, the user may query the database. The select command 

returns a list of attributes and attribute values to the WS. Attribute values are 

presented either as a set or as a range of allowed values. Queries are formulated 
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Figure 2.11: DBMS user command flow 
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based on how the attribute values are represented. For example, if the attributes for 

a relation consist of sets of allowed values, then the query would have this form: 

select <coluran names> 
from <relation> 

where 

c  
<attribu,tel> = <valuel> OR 

<attributel> = <value2> OR 

) 
AND 

<attribute2> = <valuel> OR 

<attribirte2> = <value2> OR 

) 
AND 

): 

A relation whose attributes are specified as a range of values have a query with 

this form: 

select <column names> 
from <relation> 

where 

C 
<attributel> >= <valuel> AND 

<attributel> <= <value2> 
) 
AND 

< 
<attribute2> >= <valuel> AND 
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<attribute2> <= <value2> 

) 

) ;  

IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

retrieve online <images> Retrieve the given images in real time. 

retrieve offline <images> Cache the given images for retrieval 

at a later time. 

The command flow shown for DBN administrators ( Figure 2.12 ) have been 

integrated into a single menu-driven package. The main menu for this package con

tains the title of each command path. If the Add New User, Perform Accounting, 

or Data Backup/Restoration commands are selected, a corresponding template will 

be displayed on the screen, in which the DBN administrator will enter the appro

priate parameters. If the Create/Modify Relations command is selected, a window 

is opened, in which the create/modify commands can be entered. Selection of the 

Capture/Manipulate Images command brings up a set of windows needed for this 

function. There is also an interface to the storage manager database, which allows 

the DBN administrator to register image names and physical locations, as well as 

lookup image locations. 
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2.3.3 DBN Protocols 

Figure 2.13 shows the DBN protocol stack. The top layer is the ImageNet protocol. 

The ImageNet protocol specifies how data is transferred between. DBNs and WSs. 

Beneath the ImageNet layer is an SQL sublayer. Any frame received by the DBN 

that is to be processed by the DBMS must first be translated into SQL statements. 

The ImageNet and SQL sublayers correspond to the application layer of the OSI 

reference model. 

At the presentation layer is the XDR (eXternal Data Representation) standard. 

XDR is a data representation standard that provides machine independent data rep

resentation. It is the responsibility of the XDR layer to ensure data is correctly 

interpreted across different machine organizations. 

At the session layer, remote procedure calls (RPCs) are used to interface to the 

DBMS software. RPCs use a client-server model, where client modules invoke and 

pass parameters to the server modules in a similar manner to that of a procedure 

call in a high level programming language. The client stub packs the parameters 

into a message which is then handed to the transport entity on the client machine. 

The transport entity places the message on the network, where it is received by the 

server's transport entity, handed to the server's stub, unpacked, and then returned 

to the client in a similar manner. There are tools, such as rpcgen, which can help in 

the development of applications that use RPCs. Rpcgen is a compiler that generates 
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network interface code from RPC descriptions. Rpcgen accepts a remote program 

interface written in RPC language, and produces: 

a. Client stubs 

b. A server skeleton 

c. XDR encoding-decoding routines for parameters and results 

d. A header file containing common definitions 

e. Dispatch tables that the server can use to check authorization before invoking 

service routines. 

Rpcgen produces C language output for programs that use RPCs. Server proce

dures are linked to the server skeletons, and remote procedures are called through 

the client stubs. 

At the transport layer, providing reliable connection-oriented service, is the trans

mission control protocol (TCP). We are using the Berkeley Unix socket interface to 

TCP. A socket is described by a port number and an IP address. This abstraction 

provides an endpoint for communication, and is a generalization of the Unix file 

access system that supports many different network protocols. 

Figure 2.14 shows the process structure that handles communications between 

workstations and the DBN. The connection handling process listens for connections 

on the ImageNet's port. When a connection is established, the connection handling 

process creates a new process that services the connection. 
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The server process receives frames from and sends frames to the connected WS. It 

is this server process that packages SQL queries, interacts with the DBMS, determines 

image locations from keys returned by the DBMS, and transfers images to the WS. 

When an offline image retrieval is requested, the server packs the request into a 

message structure, and sends it to the offline retrieval process. A duplicate is sent to 

the offline retrieval logging process. 

The offline retrieval server process takes retrieval requests from its message queue 

based on message priorities. Using the information contained in the message, the 

offline retrieval process determines the location of the image and transfers the image 

to a central cache area. The cached images are later retrieved by server processes, 

then removed from the cache area. 

The offline retrieval request logging process maintains a logfile containing the state 

of the offline retrieval server's message queue. If the system crashes, the logfile is used 

by the logging process to restore the state of the message queue upon system recovery. 

2.3.4 Query Interface 

The query interface shall be a subset of SQL, a defacto standard in the database 

industry. There is an ANSI version of SQL, and ISO is currently working on an SQL 

standard. Using SQL for the DBMS query interface allows the software that interacts 

with the DBMS to be independent from any implementation changes in the DBMS 

software [20]. 
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Figure 2.13: DBN protocol stack 
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2.3.5 DBN Communications Hardware 

Each DBN will have a modem pool that users dial up to access the system. The 

modems will allow data transfers at 9600 baud. If possible, there should be some 

means to allow the modem pool to be serviced by more than one machine to avoid 

introducing a single point of failure into the system. 

The DBN must also have network interface hardware that allows the DBNs to 

be interconnected with high-speed links, such as T3 lines. This network is used for 

inter-DBN communications. 

2.3.6 DBN Communications Software 

There are three classes of communications software used by each DBN. The first 

class is the software that implements the interface between the WS user and the 

DBMS. This software is responsible for receiving WS user requests, determining the 

nature of the request, and taking the appropriate action. If a query is received, it 

must be translated and packaged into an SQL statement before sending it to the 

DBMS. This software is also be responsible for transferring image and text files to 

user workstations. 

The second class of communications software used by each DBN is the software 

that implements inter-DBN communications. These communications includes queries 

to remote DBNs, updates to DBNs from remote nodes, status reports, and other 

system-wide management communications. 
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The third class of communications software provides the means of communication 

between transactions managers and image servers. This software communicates re

trieval requests from interface servers to the image servers, and allows image servers 

to send images to the interface servers. 

2.3.7 Error Detection and Reporting 

Each DBN must have multiple error detection and reporting facilities. One such 

facility is reporting images that cannot be retrieved due to machine crashes or other 

system failures. Ideally, the DBN would report the error to the user, then, when the 

machine recovers, would cache the affected image set for later retrieval by the user. 

Another error to be reported is the failure of any DBN in the system, due to 

communication hardware failures, power outages, or other such problems. To reduce 

the effects of machine crashes and to ensure that offline requests are not lost, the 

DBN maintains a shadow logging file for offline retrieval requests. 

2.3.8 DBN Image Capture and Storage 

Images are added to the ImageNet system at each regional DBN. At each region, 

a frame grabber is used to digitize color slides or pictures. The digitized images are 

then manipulated on a workstation using image processing software. When the image 

is in a state suitable for viewing, the image is stored on the DBN disks. 
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Also stored in the database are text files associated with the images. Each image 

will have a file describing the image. A typical query will result in a file contain

ing several images being returned to the user, along with a text file containing a 

description of each image. 

Image manipulation and storage will not be done in an ad hoc manner. Images will 

be manipulated and stored by database administrators using an integrated software 

package. This package (Figure 2.15) will allow the database administrator to process 

digitized images interactively. When the administrator is satisfied with the image, he 

or she can enter registration information, data attributes, and descriptive text, then 

store the image and text and update the database. 

2.3.9 DBN Data Structures 

The DBN will return images to user using the Graphics Interchange Format (GIF). 

GIF allows multiple images to be returned in a single file. In addition to the GIF file, 

a text file containing a description of each file in the GIF file will also be returned. 

Image compression was not implemented on the GIF formatted images, since GIF 

already uses the LZW compression algorithm. 

Another data structure needed by the DBN is an image/text key data structure. 

When a user sends a query to the DBMS, the DBMS processes the query, obtaining 

a set of keys corresponding to the images and text descriptions to be retrieved. The 
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keys are then handed to the storage manager, which maps them to physical locations 

in the systems. 

The DBN will also need a data structure to manage system-wide storage in the 

DBN. This structure will be responsible for allocating physical storage locations when 

images and text descriptions are stored in the system. This structure will be respon

sible for distributing the images and text files throughout the system to help balance 

the system-wide processing load. 

2.3.10 DBN Security 

To prevent unauthorized access to the ImageNet, and to deter system hackers, 

the ImageNet must be designed to be as secure as possible. There must be a secure 

means of allowing users and administrators to access the system. 

Access to the system will require a password. Each regional DBN will provide a 

password checking service. Since passwords are sent over the network, there they are 

vulnerable to eavesdropping, and thus some sort of encryption scheme is necessary. 

Public key encryption is a method that is more secure in an environment where 

eavesdropping can occur. With public-key encryption, password encryption is done 

using a pair of keys. One of the keys resides on the machine providing the encryption 

service, and the other key is secret and known only by the user. 

Each DBN must also have an authorization scheme to allow certain users (i.e. the 

database administrators) access to privileged operations. 
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2.4 Imagenet Communications System 

This section defines the protocol layers, describes their function and provides an 

overall description of the interaction between the WS and the DBNs and between 

the DBNs themselves. 

2.4.1 Protocol Layers 

This section describes the layers of the protocol used to communicate between WS 

and DBN. Three layers will be implemented, application, presentation, and physi

cal layer. In addition, an interface to TCP will be provided to handle connection 

establishment and release, and data transfers. Figure 2.16 shows the WS protocol 

stack. 

Application layer - This layer is required to provide a simple user interface which 

requires very little or no prior training. This layer is also required to transform user 

requests into the appropriate command primitives used by the DBN. The reverse 

applies as well, database node responses should be interpreted and passed to the 

user. 

Presentation layer - This layer should handle all issues related to data representa

tion, and interpretation. XDR is used in this layer to provide machine independent 

data representation. 

Physical layer - The physical layer transmission media is composed of a serial link 

and the telephone system. The WS will be provided with a connection to a 9600 
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baud modem which in turn is connected to a switch through a serial link. The switch 

provides access to a modem pool upon line availability and from the modem pool a 

connection is made to the DBN. 

2.4.2 Communications Between DBNs 

The DBNs will be directly connected to an Internet thus communication between 

nodes must conform to the frame formats required by the Internet. TCP/IP is used 

across the network. The communications software residing in the DBNs must be able 

to provide the interface to the Internet. Some of the functions required include data 

encapsulation, and error reporting. 

2.4.3 Error Detection and Reporting 

Error detection and reporting should be handled by the communications software 

residing in both WS and DBN. When a data transmission error is detected by the WS, 

it must either request a retransmission or employ some other type of error recovery 

mechanism. If the WS can not recover from an error, the next protocol layer up must 

be informed. This process should continue until the error is either corrected or the 

user is informed of the fault. On the other side, the DBN module is responsible for 

informing the WS when an error occurs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

USER INTERFACE AND COMMUNICATIONS DESIGN 

3.1 User Interface Software Design 

This section describes in detail the implementation of the user interface software in 

the workstations. Figure 3.1 shows the main menu layout. Each one of the menus and 

the functions associated with them are described. In addition, a short introduction 

to X-windows is provided. For a detailed description of the X-Toolkit please refer to 

[10] and [11]. 

3.1.1 X Windows Background 

The X-windows programming environment is based on the concept of layering 

[6]. That is, each layer of the environment (n) is built on top and uses the services 

provided by the layer immediately below it (n+1). Figure 3.2 illustrates the different 

layers of the X programming environment. 

The X-windows Toolkit is formed by the Instrinsics and a widget set [10]. The 

Intrinsics is a library of functions built on top of X-lib that provides the programmer 

with the necessary tools to develop new widget sets and applications. There is a 



Figure 3.1: User interface main menu 
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number of widgets sets, among them the X widgets and the Athena widgets. A 

widget is the fundamental abstraction and data type of the X Toolkit. A widget can 

be thought of as an X window associated with certain semantics, which can be created 

and destroyed dynamically. There are several types and classes of widgets each with 

their own features and properties. Some widgets can only display text (label widget), 

others can receive mouse pointer events and keyboard events (command widget), and 

others can be used to input text (dialog and text widgets). 

There are different classes of widgets and every widget belongs to one class. Each 

widget class has certain procedures and data associated with it, where the data is 

a structure that defines the characteristics for that specific class. So a widget, in 

programming terms, is a pointer to a structure of its class, and a widget instance is 

a data structure containing the values for that instance and a class structure. There 

are three fundamental widget classes: 

a. Core widgets 

b. Composite widgets 

c. Constraint widgets 

Widget dependency is built in a hierarchical structure with the core widget being 

at the top. Figure 3.3 shows the hierarchy for the athena widget set. 

Action procedures: An action is a procedure invoked by an event, that performs 

a widget feature. These procedures can be used to add features to an already 
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existing widget or they can be used in place of callback procedures. Action 

procedures must be registered with the application by calling XtAppAddAc-

tions and defined in a translations table in the application-defaults file. The 

prototype for an action procedure is given below: 

static void ActionJProcedure(w, event, params, num_params) 

Widget w; 

XtButtonEvent *event; 

String *params; 

Cardinal *num_params; 

Callback procedures A callback procedure is a function which executes one ap

plication task. Callback procedures are invoked by widgets which provide any 

of the available callback resources. For example, callback procedures can be 

registered with the XtNcallback resource using the XtAddcallback or XtAdd-

callbacks intrinsic functions. The prototypes for a callback procedure and the 

XtAddcallback intrinisc are given below. 

void callbackprocCw, client_data, call_data) 

Widget w; 

XtPointer client_data; 

XtPointer call.data; 

void XtAddcallback(w, callback_name, callback, client_data) 

Widget 

String 

w; 
callback_name; 

XtCallbackProc callback; 

XtPointer client_data; 
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The client-data is the information passed by the application program to the 

callback procedure, whereas the call-data is passed to the callback procedure by 

the widget itself. Only the widgets for which the call-data resource is specified 

in their resource list, make use of this parameter. 

Application-defaults file This file as it name may indicate, provides default re

source values for an application. It is true that resource values can be set from 

within the application itself but this would require recompiling the source code 

whenever a change is made. The application-defaults file, on the other hand, 

does not require recompiling the source when a change is made. This file is 

read by the application at startup. The name of the application-defaults file is 

given at the time the application is created. By convention, the name of this 

file is the same as the name of the application except that the first letter is 

capitalized, unless the name starts with an x in which case the first two letters 

are capitalized. 

3.1.2 X Windows User Interface Description 

The user interface software has been divided into specialized modules, each of 

them responsible for setting up their own window environment and interacting with 

the user. This section describes each one of these modules in detail. 
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3.1.2.1 Setup and Initialization 

Setup and initialization for the entire user interface is done in the main() module. 

The code for this module is located in imagenet.c, the function prototypes can be 

found in imagenet.h. Figure 3.4 shows a flow diagram for the main() module. Tasks 

performed by this module are: 

a. Create an application context for the windowing environment 

b. Create a toplevel shell 

c. Create front panel and menu panes 

d. Register action procedures 

e. Call initialization functions for all other modules 

f. Create Shared memory segments 

g. Create semaphore to synchronize shared memory and offline queue access 

h. Initialize offline retrieval queue 

i. Set signal handlers for online activity 

j. Set initial menu sensitivity 

k. Realize the ImagenetShell 

1. Call XtAppMainLoop 
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Figure 3.4: Main module flow diagram for X-windows interface 
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The intrinsic XtAppMainLoop is as it name implies, a loop provided by the X 

Toolkit to handle X events and to dispatch them according to certain rules. The 

structure used for the menu pane layout is shown below. 

typedef struct menu_layout-f 

char *narae; 

void (*function)O; 

}menu_layout; 

3.1.2.2 Connection 

The connection menu provides three options, Connect, Disconnect, and Quit. 

Each one of these menu options has a callback function associated with it. Figure 

3.5 describes the Connect callback function. Callbacks Connect and Disconnect are 

very simple, their only tasks are to call the functions which establish and release 

connections and to enable or inhibit input to the main menu. Figure 3.6 describes 

the Quit callback function. This function checks the offline queue, if the queue is 

empty, the shared memory segments and semaphore are destroyed, otherwise, the 

parent's status is set to one to indicate its termination and relegate responsibility 

for destroying the shared memory segments and the semaphore to the offline daemon 

process. On exit, the application context is destroyed. Figure 3.7 shows the function 

interaction for the connection menu. 
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3.1.2.3 Data Dictionary 

The main functions in the Data Dictionary module are DDRequest, DDNew, Di-

alogDonel, RXDone, and MakeMoreRequest. Figure 3.8 shows a simplified diagram 

of the interaction among the different functions that comprise this module; the source 

code can be found in DDict.c. To further illustrate the process for the creation of 

a Data Dictionary request as well as the interaction among the different modules, 

an example will be presented from the time the user makes the inquiry until it is 

delivered to the Communications module. 

Figure 3.9 describes the "show new <subject><date>" Data Dictionary request 

process. Callback PopupDialogDDlQ is invoked when the user releases the mouse 

button inside the NEW-SUBJECT menu pane. Note that the grab mode for the 

dialog window is set to XtGrabExclusive. This is done to inhibit other widgets from 

catching X events and thus satisfy the deepest window level. Once a valid date has 

been entered, it is saved in global array DMY, the date dialog window is removed, and 

the subject dialog is displayed. Upon a valid subject entry, function DialogDonelf) 

calls SendDDlQ with two arguments, the subject and the date previously entered 

by the user. If an error is encountered during transmission, SendDDl() records the 

error code in variable errornum and returns a failure status to DialogDonel which 

in turn informs the user by displaying an error window with a message describing 

the error. Following a successful transmission, DialogDonelQ calls Receive.QDDlQ, 
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which after reading the response frame, returns a pointer to the newly arrived data. 

Figure 3.10 shows a similar diagram for "show all" Data Dictionary request. 

3.1.2.4 Select and Query 

Figure 3.11 describes the select module. Source code can be found in Select.c. 

The list of relations displayed in the select window is extracted from a previous 

Data Dictionary response to a "show all" or "show <pattern>" request. When an 

item is selected, it is sent to function SelectQ in the communications module. This 

module packs it into a frame and sends the request to the database. Upon successful 

transmission, ReceiveJSEL() is called; this function returns a pointer to the data 

received from the response. 

In order to understand the query process, the most important data structures used 

by this module must be described. 

(char **)attbtlist: This is a pointer to an array of pointers to attributes. 

(char**)displaylist: This is a pointer to an array of pointers to attribute values. 

This list is displayed on the query window, and it is formed by attributes and 

the values selected by the user. 

(char***)vallistptr: This is a pointer to an array of pointers to arrays of pointers 

pointing to the values for each of the attributes for a given relation. 
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Figure 3.10: Data Dictionary request for database relations 
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(int*)Items: This is a pointer to an array of integers used to keep track of the 

number of values selected per attribute. 

(int**)AStatusPtr: This is a pointer to an array of pointers pointing to arrays of 

integers which are used to keep a record of selected values per attribute and 

thus prevent from including a single value multiple times. 

Figure 3.12 describes the query process. Every time the query command is se

lected, each of the data structures described above is dynamically allocated and built 

from the active Select response frame. A query request frame is also built at that 

time. Enough memory is allocated to hold the maximum number of attributes and 

values the query may potentially contain. When an attribute is selected, its values 

are immediately displayed on the lower query window. When the attribute's values 

are the lower and upper bounds of a range, two dialog windows are displayed to allow 

the user to enter the desired range. There are a number of error checking points to 

ensure proper usage of the query facility and thus prevent from sending erroneous 

information to the database. Upon a successful query, the request is sent to QueryQ 

in the communications module. A pointer to the response frame is obtained by in

voking function Receive_QDDl(). This data will eventually be extracted and used in 

the image retrieval process. 
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Figure 3.12: Query request window and function interaction 
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3.1.2.5 Retrieve and Display 

Source code for the retrieve facility can be found in Retrieve.c. Figure 3.13 shows 

the different paths a retrieval request can take. For on-line retrievals, a window 

containing the image names obtained from a previous Data Dictionary or Query 

request is displayed. The user can select one or more images from this list for retrieval. 

Once the user has completed making the image selection, function RetbynameQ is 

called with the number of images requested and an array containing the names of 

the selected images. Upon a successful request, function Receive_img() is invoked to 

receive the image set from the database. 

Off-line retrievals, on the other hand, involve a slightly more complicated process, 

When the user selects the offline option, two dialog windows are displayed, one asking 

for the date, the other for the time at which the images are desired. Again, the user 

may make single or multiple image selections. When the SendRequest button is 

selected, function AddRequestToQueueQ is invoked. This function adds the request 

to a queue node residing in a shared memory area. If the request queue was empty 

prior to the addition the new node, function WaitForTransfers() is called to create the 

offline retrieval daemon process. Otherwise, the daemon process should be already 

running and there is no need to create a new one. The shared memory segment can 

hold up to a maximum of twenty queue nodes thus nodes are reused after a request 

has been fulfilled. Used nodes are marked by setting their status field to "1", whereas 

free nodes have their status field set to "0". Once a request is satisfied, the node is 
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made available by resetting its status field to "0" and removing it from the queue. 

This is done in function WaitForTransfers(). Although extremely unlikely, if all nodes 

are used, the request will not be satisfied. 

Figure 3.14 describes the Display option function interaction. When an image 

is selected for display, a process is forked and the display tool is started using the 

execv() system call. This allows the user to view any number of images and perform 

other requests simultaneously. 

3.1.2.6 User Options 

User options include the following: 

Image Storage Directory: This is where images are stored. The display tool looks 

for images to display in this directory. 

Log Directory: This is where logging files for offline processes are kept. Offline 

transactions are written to the files found in this directory. 

Display Tool Directory: This is where the display tool executable file must reside. 

Display Tool: Name and path for the display tool to be used. Default tool is xview 

(xv). 

Show Files: This option displays the names of the files residing in the Log Directory. 

Files with .gif or .log extension can be selected for viewing. 
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Activity ON/OFF: The user can turn the activity window on and off. If this window 

is on, whenever an operation is executed, an activity message describing the 

task is added to the activity queue. Every second, the message at the front of 

the queue is removed and used to update the activity window. The structure 

for the message queue nodes is shown below. 

typedef struct msgqnode{ 

struct msgqnode *next; 

struct msgqnode *prev; 

There are four message priorities defined, normal, urgent, fatal, and terminate. 

Common activity messages have normal priority; when a message is sent to the queue 

with fatal priority, all entries in the queue are removed and the fatal message is then 

inserted. A message with terminate is sent to the queue when the user quits the 

ImageNet program. Urgent priority messages are not used at this time. Figure 3.15 

shows the options menu. 

3.1.3 Error Reporting 

The online ImageNet process reports errors to the user through an error message 

window. Errors generated by the user while making a request are detected prior 

to handing the request to the communications module. The user is not allowed to 

proceed until the error message has been acknowledged. 

char 

int 

}msgqnode; 

*msg; 

priority; 
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Communication errors can be detected by the send/receive functions or by the 

signal handlers. When an error is detected, the global variable errornum is set to the 

appropriate error number ( error codes can be found in Codes.h ). Function ErrorsQ 

is called by the upper level functions with this number and the message associated 

with this code is displayed. Error handling is done in the most part by the signal 

handlers. Possible sources of error are described below. 

Broken Connection: A broken connection is detected when the SIGPIPE (broken 

pipe) signal is generated on an attempt to write or read from a closed socket 

connection. The signal is caught by handler signal_handler(). 

Socket read/write time-outs: When a socket read or write call is made, the process 

is blocked until the request is completed. Prior to this call, a flag indicating the 

event is set. If this flag is not reset within a period of 3*CHECKINTERVAL 

seconds ( please refer to signals.h for value definition ), the connection is closed 

by one of the alarm signal handlers. Once the connection is closed, the function 

returns from the system call and the error is reported. 

Memory Allocation: Memory is allocated for sending or receiving frames on every 

send and receive operation. If memory cannot be allocated by the memory 

module, then depending on the operation, all send or receive buffers are released 

and another attempt is made to allocate a memory buffer. At this point, the 

operation is expected to succeed, however, if this is not the case, a fatal error 
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occurs. A failure to allocate memory with the system call mallocQ will also 

result on a fatal error. 

DBN Response Errors: When a request to the DBN is made and the reply frame does 

not agree with the expected response type and format, an error is generated 

and the user informed. The user is responsible for re-submitting the request. 

The offline process follows a similar procedure for detecting and reporting errors. 

The main difference is that there is no user interaction thus errors are logged to a file. 

Error handling, on the other hand, is treated in a different manner. When an error 

occurs, the system re-attempts the operation up to a predefined maximum number 

of times. If the operation cannot be completed, then the daemon process gives up 

and terminates. See offline process section for a detailed explanation. 

3.2 Workstation to Database Node Communications Software Design 

This section describes the software entities used to provide the means of commu

nication between the workstation and the DBN. Some background material is also 

presented in this section. 

3.2.1 Background 

Background material on GIF, Unix sockets, XDR, semaphores, and shared mem

ory is presented in this section. The communication software was developed and 
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tested on one of the existing ethernets on campus. In order to test the data represen

tation provided by XDR, the software was ran under the Unix and Ultrix operating 

systems and across machines with different byte orderings. 

3.2.1.1 Graphics Interchange Format 

All images located in the database nodes are stored in a format known as the 

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) [1]. This format was created to provide a hard

ware independent protocol for the exchange of raster graphic data. The main enti

ties in GIF are protocol blocks and sub-blocks which contain vital information for 

graphic reproductions. GIF does not provide error detection or recovery, thus a reli

able transport layer protocol is required when transferring images across a network. 

GIF classifies blocks into three different groups: 

a. Control 

b. Graphic-Rendering 

c. Special Purpose 

Figure 3.16 shows the general GIF file format [2]. GIF uses a slight variation of 

the Lempel-Ziv Welch compression algorithm (LZW). The LZW algorithm uses string 

repetition in the data as the basis for its compression. It defines a rule for parsing 

strings from a stream of data into substrings, and a coding scheme to map these 

substrings into unique codewords [2, 7]. The LZW compression algorithm requires 
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the initialization of a string table. We can initialize the string table by choosing the 

code size and the number of values the characters can take. For example, if the code 

size is 10 and the number of values n = 24, we can have 2**10 entries in the table 

and 24 different colors. Code #0 in the table must be initialized to character #0 ... 

code #(n-l) to character #(n-l). Now, we define {p} as the current prefix, which 

initially is empty, and the current string denoted by the current prefix {p} and some 

character "c" as {p}c. The complete compression algorithm can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Initialize the string table (as outlined above) 

2. Initialize the current prefix {p} to be empty 

3. Read next character "c" from the character stream (uncompressed data) 

4. Catenate the current prefix and the next character "c" 

5. If {p}c is in the string table, make {p}c the current prefix and go back to step 

3. Otherwise, add {p}c to the string table, output the code for {p} to the code 

stream (compressed output), make "c" the current prefix and go back to step 

3. 

3.2.1.2 Unix Sockets 

A socket is a generalization of the Unix file access system that provides endpoints 

for network communication [3, 8]. The Unix Network I/O system supports three 
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Figure 3.16: General GIF file format 
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domains, Unix, Internet (TCP/IP) and Xerox (XNS). The focus of this discussion 

will be around the connection oriented service provided by the Internet (TCP/IP) 

domain. 

To illustrate the mechanisms to establish a connection using sockets, a server-

client model will be used. The server must first use the socket() system call to create 

a socket. Three parameters are required by this call, the protocol family (AF_INET), 

communications type (SOCK-STREAM), and protocol within the family. Once a 

socket has been created, the bind() system call is used to bind the created socket 

to a service port thus establishing a local address. Unix sockets are required to 

handle addresses of different length, therefore, it is necessary to pass in the call the 

size in bytes and the pointer to the address structure. In order to buffer incoming 

connection requests, Unix provides the listen() system call, which allows up to a 

maximum of five queued requests. Passive sockets listen to internet interfaces for 

incoming connections by specifying INADDR-ANY as the internet address for the 

servers bind(). A connection is accepted by the server through the accept() system 

call. Once a connection has been established, the server can read incoming and 

transmit data using read() or recv() and write(). On the client side, we create a socket, 

and then establish a connection to the server system using connectf). Figure 3.17 

shows the necessary steps to establish a connection and gives the function prototypes. 

The socket structure is shown below. 

struct in_addr { 

u.long s_addr; netid & host id 
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>; 

struct sockaddr_in{ 

short sin.family; 

u_short sin_port; 

struct in_addr sin_addr; 

char sin_zero[8]; 

AF.INET 

poi't number 

3.2.1.3 external Data Representation (XDR) 

The eXternal Data Representation Standard is used for transferring data between 

machines with different architectures. Since the architecture of the existing user 

workstations and the DBN may vary, it is necessary to use XDR to make the software 

portable. XDR fits in the presentation layer of the ISO model. The RPC and NFS 

protocols make use of XDR to represent their data. All data items encoded with 

XDR are represented as 4 bytes, that is, the number of bytes must always be a 

multiple of four. To ensure 4-byte boundaries, zero padding is employed. This 4-

byte encoding is used to prevent alignment problems with machines that use different 

word lengths and to keep the encoded data from growing out of proportion. 2-byte 

encoding would cause an extremely high number of alignment problems while an 

8-byte encoding would have no alignment problems but considerably increase the 

amount of the encoded data. Bytes in a data stream are numbered from 0 to n-1 and 

they are always read and written in that order. The purpose of XDR is to provide 

representations for the most commonly used data types. A special data type provided 
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Figure 3.17: Socket server-client model 
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by XDR is called opaque data, which is just a stream of uninterpreted bytes. This 

data type is used by the communication software to encode image data and transmit 

it across the network. Implicit data typing is not used in XDR, thus saving space and 

decreasing the overhead associated with reading the data type fields and performing 

the required decoding. The complete standard specifications can be found in [19]. 

3.2.1.4 Semaphores 

Semaphores are primitives used for process synchronization [3]. The main use of 

semaphores is for synchronizing access to shared memory areas by multiple processes. 

A semaphore "S" can be described as an abstract data type with two fundamental 

operations P and V (wait and signal). 

Let nP = number of completed P operations and 

nV = number of completed V operations. 

The relation, nP < = nV, must always be satisfied. Therefore, 

execution of P is delayed until enough V operations have been 

performed. 

Semaphores can also be used as a resource counter. To obtain a resource, the 

semaphore is decremented by a P operation; a V operation increments the semaphore 
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and releases the resource. When a process attempts to obtain a resource for which the 

semaphore count is zero, the process is blocked until a resource is released by some 

other process and the semaphore count is incremented. Semaphore operations must 

be atomic. To provide atomic operations, Unix systems execute them in the kernel 

where interrupts are disabled and thus atomicity is guaranteed. Unix provides various 

system calls associated with semaphores, their prototypes and a brief description are 

given below. For detailed information please consult the manual pages for the Unix 

operating system. 

Function semget creates new semaphores associated with key or provides access to 

existing ones. To create a new semaphore set, semflag must be set to IPC.CREAT. 

int semget(key,nsems,semflag) 

long key; 

int nsems; 

int semflag; 

Function semctl provides control operations for semaphores. These may include, 

among others, setting semaphore values (SETVAL) and reading values (SEMGET). 

int semctlCsemid.semnumjCmdjELrg) 

int semid; 

int semnum; 

int cmd; 

union semun arg; 

Operations on semaphores are performed using the semop system call. This is 

used to emulate the wait and signal operations by specifying a -1 or a 1 respectively 
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in the sermop field. Please refer to the Unix manual for an explanation on the use of 

flags. 

int semop(semid, operations, number_ops) 

int semid; 

struct sembuf ^operations; 

int number_ops; 

struct sembuf{ 

ushort sem_num; 

short sem_op; 

short sem_flg; 

> ;  

3.2.1.5 Shared Memory 

Shared memory provides the means for exchanging information to two or more 

processes by allowing them to access a common segment of memory. In the Unix 

system, a shared memory area can be created or accessed if it already exists with 

the system call shmget. This function, however, only provides an id for the shared 

memory area. Before a process can make use of this memory, it must first attach the 

memory with the shmat system call. The function prototypes are given below. 

int shmget(key,size,shmflg) 

key_t key; 

int size; 

int shmflg; 

char *shmat(shmid,shmaddr,shmflg) 

int shmid; 

char *shmaddr; 
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int shmflg; 

3.2.2 Memory Allocation Module 

At system startup two 100KB memory blocks are allocated by function Memory (). 

One block is used for writing, the other for reading. These blocks, are further divided 

into 1KB sub-blocks and arranged into a linked list of consecutive memory segments. 

The structure for the list nodes is shown below. 

typedef struct node{ 

struct node *next; /* ptr to next node in list */ 

struct node *prev; /* ptr to previous node */ 

char ^buffer; /* ptr to actual buffer */ 

int blocks; /* no. blocks allocated to */ 

}node; /* this request */ 

Initially, all nodes are located in two free lists, one for read one for write. Functions 

get_bufFer() and release_buffer() are provided for allocating and releasing memory 

blocks. Their prototypes are shown below. 

Function get_buffer() gets the number of bytes specified by size, calculates the 

number of blocks required to satisfy the request and places the node(s) in the used 

list. Blocks are provided in 1KB increments. 

char *get_buffer(direction,size) 

mode direction; /* read or write */ 

unsigned long size; /* block size in bytes */ 
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Function release-buffer() searches for "block" in the used list indicated by the 

argument direction and puts the buffer or buffers back in the corresponding free list. 

void release_buffer(direction,block) 

An additional function, release_all(), is provided for the release of all buffers. This 

function is used after a failure to allocate a memory block due to lack of available 

buffers. This situation may arise when buffers are acquired but never released due to 

errors in the send or receive modules. Upon successful releasing all buffers, a pointer 

to a block of size bytes is returned to the calling function. The prototype is shown 

below. 

char *release_all(direction,size) 

mode direction; /* read or write */ 

unsigned long size; /* block size */ 

3.2.3 Shared Memory and Semaphore synchronization 

The offline retrieval process requires the use of shared memory as means of com

munication with its parent. To provide synchronization between the processes while 

performing queue operations or accessing shared memory, a semaphore is used. Two 

memory segments are created for this purpose, one is used to indicate the status of 

the parent (running or exit), the other, to communicate the parameters concerning 

mode direction; 

char *block; 

/* read or write */ 

/* pointer to buffer */ 
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an offline request. Twenty queue nodes are allocated in shared memory for user re

quests. All functions associated with the creation, deletion, access, and operations 

of shared memory and semaphores are located in SharedOps.c. 

3.2.4 Offline Queue 

As previously mentioned, the memory used for the offline queue nodes is located 

in shared memory. The structure and information contained in each of these nodes is 

shown below. The queue is arranged as a doubly linked list; the priority of a request 

is based on the date and time at which the request is to be completed. 

typedef struct qnode{ 

struct qnode •next; /* next node */ 
struct qnode *prev; /* previous node */ 
Token ID; /* request identifier */ 
Date deadline; /* date required */ 
int hour; /* time required */ 
int num_requests; /* no. images for req. */ 
char *user_key; /* not used */ 

Jqnode; 

3.2.5 Signal Handlers 

Various signal handlers are provided for the online and offline processes. Online 

signal handlers are provided for broken pipes, bus errors, segmentation faults. An 

interval timer is provided to handle time-outs. 
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A broken pipe indicates that the connection has been broken. When this occurs, 

the main panel is disabled and the user is informed of the fault. The system will not 

attempt to re-establish the connection without user intervention. The interval timer 

is used to check the socket's read/write status. If a function is blocked for more than 

3*CHECK_INTERVAL on a read or write system call, the connection is closed, the 

main panel disabled and finally the user is informed of the problem. 

The signal handlers for the offline process, perform some additional functions. 

When a broken pipe is detected, the handler will attempt to re-establish the connec

tion. If, however, the number of allowed failures is exceeded before the connection can 

be re-established, the process will terminate. The timer handler will close the con

nection if the maximum wait time for a socket read or write operation is exceeded. 

If this situation occurs for a number of times greater than the maximum allowed 

number of failures, then an error message is recorded in the log file and the daemon 

process terminates. Bus errors as well as segmentation faults also result in program 

termination. 

The last signal handler, childJiandlerQ, waits for the signal generated by an or

phan child at exit time. This prevents the creation of zombie or defunct processes. 

3.2.6 Offline Retrieval Process 

The offline process is created by calling function WaitForTransfers() when a re

quest node is added to an empty queue. This is a daemon process which always 
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runs on the background and uses shared memory to receive information from its 

parent. The process puts itself to sleep and it is awakened by the system every 

SLEEP-INTERVAL time units, at which time function MoreInQueue() is invoked. 

When the daemon process has satisfied all the requests (queue is empty), it checks 

the status of its parent. If the parent is no longer active then the shared memory and 

semaphores are removed before exiting. Otherwise the daemon simply terminates. 

Function MoreInQueue() creates a log file, and records all transactions made during 

the daemon's life. The deadline for the first request is checked against the time and 

date provided by the system. If the deadline is up, a connection to the database 

is established, a Retcache request is made and the images are retrieved. After suc

cessfully receiving the requested images, the node is removed from the queue and 

marked free by setting its status field to zero. The system will attempt to establish 

a connection until the maximum allowed number of failures is reached. The same is 

true for image requests and retrievals, upon a failure, the operations are repeated for 

up to a set maximum number of times. Information recorded in the processes' log 

file includes: 

a. Connection establishment 

b. Connection release 

c. Connection attempt failures 

d. Transmission errors 
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Figure 3.18: Offline retrieval process 

e. Receive errors 

f. Transaction completion 

All recorded transactions have a time stamp associated withe them. Figure 3.18 

shows a diagram of the interaction among the different components involved in the 

offline retrieval process. 
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3.2.7 Data Structures 

For a detailed description of error codes, data types, and structure declarations 

please refer to appendix A. 

Structure attr_struct is used as a member of the structure used to save the infor

mation received in the select response frame. It is also used in the structure used to 

build a query request. 

typedef struct{ 

char 

int 

int 

unsigned long 

TypeTag 

}attr_struct; 

Union TypeTag contains all data types used within a frame, 

typedef union-C 
char cval; 

int ival; 

short shortval; 

long longval; 

unsigned short ushortval; 

unsigned long ulongval; 

double dval; 

float fval; 

char *sval; 

Rexp rxval; 

ImageKey imgval; 

Date dateval; 

Token tokenval; 

}TypeTag; 

*att_name; 

num_fields; 

att_kind; 

att_type; 

•values; 
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Structure Date is used in some of the Data Dictionary and in the offline retrieval 

frames. 

typedef struct date{ 

int day; 

int month; 

int year; 

3-Date; 

Structure Token is used to hold the token returned by the database following an 

offline retrieval request. 

typedef struct token_type{ 

int proc.id; 

int transaction 

}Token; 

Structure subjlist is used to store the subjects received following a Data Dictionary 

request for subjects. 

typedef struct subjlist{ 

struct subjlist *next; 

char *subject; 

} SubjList; 

Structure ImageKey is used to store the image identifiers received from the database 

following a Data Dictionary request for a specific subject or following a query request. 

These keys will later be used to identify the images the user selects for retrieval. 
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typedef struct imagekey{ 

struct imagekey 

unsigned long 

unsigned long 

char 

char 
}ImageKey; 

*next; 

host_num; 

image_id; 

*image_name; 

*image_desc; 

3.2.8 Communication Module 

This section describes the ImageNet frame formats, as well as the various send 

and receive functions used to communicate with the DBN. 

3.2.8.1 Frame Formats 

The ImageNet frame formats for both, send and receive operations are shown in 

Figures 3.19 - 3.22. As we can see, explicit typing is used in everyone of the frames. 

The type fields have been defined as unsigned long in Codes.h. To send a request 

frame to the DBN, a 1024 byte XDR memory stream is created, the frame fields are 

XDR encoded and packed into a frame, and finally sent out to the DBN through the 

socket connection. When a frame is received, the XDR stream is created, the frame 

is XDR decoded according to its format, and stored in a structure to later be used 

by the X-interface. 
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Disconnect Frame 

INTEGER DISCONNECT END 

Data dictionary frames 

INTEGER DATADICT INTEGER NEW INTEGER SUBJECT STRING subjcct DATE date END 

INTEGER DATADICT INTEGER NEW INTEGER ALL DATE date END 

INTEGER DATADICT INTEGER ALL END 

INTEGER DATADICT INTEGER MORE END 

INTEGER DATADICT INTEGER REGEXP STRING regular expression END 

Query Frame 

INTEGER QUERY INTEGER no. of attributes STRING attribute name INTEGER 

num. fields INTEGER ENUM or RANGE TYPE VALUE 1 ... END 

Figure 3.19: Detail of frames sent from WS to DBN 
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Select Frame 

INTEGER SELECT STRING relation name END 

Retrieve by key 

INTEGER RETKEY INTEGER mode DATE deadline INTEGER num images 

IMAGEKEY key IMAGEKEY key END 

Retrieve cached images 

INTEGER RETCACHE TOKEN identifying token END 

Retrieve by name 

INTEGER RETNAME INTEGER mode DATE deadline INTEGER num. images STRING filename 

STRING filename ... END 

Figure 3.20: Detail of frames sent from WS to DBN 
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DBN DD Response Frame 1 

Header: 

INTEGER response code INTEGER descriptor code INTEGER num. descriptors 

Desciptor Data (maximum of 20 descriptors/frame) 

IMAGEKEY key STRING image name STRING image descriptor 

IMAGEKEY key STRING image name STRING image descriptor 

... 

END 

DBN DD Response frame 2 

Header; 

INTEGER response code INTEGER subject list code INTEGER num. subjects 

Subjects: 

STRING subject STRING subjcct ... END 

Error Frame Format 

INTEGER ERROR INTEGER error code END 

Figure 3.21; Detail of frames sent from DBN to WS 
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Select Data Response Frame 

Header; 

INTEGER response code INTEGER sub. attribute! code INTEGER •umber of attributes 

Atxibute portion of frame: 

STRING attribute name INTEGER •umber of field* INTEGER alribute type 

TYPE value 1 TYPE value 2 ... EOB ... END 

Acknowledgement of Retrieval Request 

INTEGER response code INTEGER ACK TOKEN token data END 

Negative Acknowledgement of Retrieval Request 

INTEGER response code INTEGER NAK END 

DBN Retrieve Response Frame 

Header 

INTEGER RETRSP INTEGER image data INTEGER number of images 

Image Header; 

INTEGER RETRSP INTEGER image no. STRING image name INTEGER number of blocks 

INTEGER block number INTEGER number of bytes this block START 

Frame size: 1024 bytes 

Maximum image data/frame: 900 bytes 

END 

Figure 3.22: Detail of frames sent from DBN to WS 
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3.2.8.2 Send Functions 

Figure 3.23 describes the general format for a Data Dictionary request. The 

prototypes for each of the Data Dictionary request functions are shown below. 

int SendDDl(subject,date) show new <relation> 

char *subject; 

int date [] ; 

int SendDD2(date) show all new 

int date[] ; 

int SendDD34(opt) show all, more 

int opt; 

int SendDD5(regexpr) show <reg expression> 

char *regexpr; 

Each one of these functions encodes an XDR frame using explicit typing for each 

of the fields in the frame. Before a socket write operation, variable SOCKETWRITE 

is set to 1 to indicate the write operation. When the write is completed, SOCK

ETWRITE is reset to 0. 

Function Select() takes the relation selected by the user, builds the XDR frame 

and sends it to the database. 

int Select(relation) 

char *relation; 

Function Retcache() is used for retrieving images cached by the database as a 

result of an offline request. 



get send buffer 

NULL 

release all buffers 

gel send buffer 

create XDR stream 

encode frame in XDR 
stream 

NULL 

set errornum 
write data to socket 

return erromum 

succcss 

set erromum 

release buffer 
return erromum 

return success 

Figure 3.23: General format of Data Dictionary request 
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int Retcache(pid,tran_id) 

int pid; 

int tran_pid; 

This function can be used for either online of offline retrievals, however, the current 

implementation of ImageNet only uses it for online retrievals, 

int Retbyname(ret_mode,num_imfs,img_names) 

int ret_mode; 

int num_imgs; 

char *img_names[]; 

Function RetbykeyQ is used to request offline retrievals. 

int Retbykey(num_ imgs,D,key1,key2) 

int num.. imgs; 

Date D; 

unsigned long keyl[]; 

unsigned long key2[] ; 

Function Query() takes a pointer to the structure built from the user query. The 

data fields are extracted from the query request and put in the request frame after 

being XDR encoded. Before each one of these data fields, the data type is indicated 

(explicit typing). The structure used for the query is shown below (QReq). 

int Query(QReq) 

QFrame *QReq; 

AttJnfo is a pointer to an array of size nuim,ttbts of attb_struct that holds all 

the information about every attribute and their corresponding values. 
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typedef struct{ 

int num_ attbt s; 

attr_struct *att_info; 

}QFrame; 

3.2.8.3 Receive Functions 

QDD1RF *Receive_QDDl() This function receives response frames for Data Dic

tionary ( show <reIation>, show new <relation>) and Query request. Figure 

3.24 provides a flow diagram of this function. Once the XDR encoded frame 

has been read, each data field is decoded according to the specified type. The 

fields defining data types are defined in Codes.h as unsigned long integers. If 

an error is detected while decoding the frame, errornum is set to the error code 

that best describes the fault and NULL is returned to the calling function. This 

function then calls ErrorQ with the errornum and a short message describing 

the error. The user is alerted by displaying an error window. 

RRACK *Receive_ack() This function receives the data associated with an offline 

request response. If the request can be satisfied, the database acknowledges 

this by sending a positive acknowledge along with the process and transaction 

ids. Otherwise, a negative acknowledge is received. The structure returned by 

this function is shown below. 

typedef struct{ 

int frame_type; 
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user request 

get receive buffer 

NULL 

release all buffers 

get receive buffer 

read data from socket 

NULL create XDR buffer 

set crromum 
decode frame header 

return NULL 

decode data type 

NULL 

dccode data 

set crromum 

return NULL 

return RF3 pointer 

Figure 3.24: Data Dictionary and Query receive function 
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int status; 

Token t_data; 
}RRACK; 

int Receive_img(path_name,fdesc) 

This function is responsible for reading image data and storing each of the 

images in the directory specified by pathname. The name of the image is 

obtained from the header appended to each of the data frames. The size of 

an image block is limited to 900 bytes since a 1024 byte maximum frame size 

is used. The argument fdesc provides a file descriptor for the file where log 

messages are to be written during offline retrievals. For online retrievals, fdesc 

is always set to -1. Figure 3.25 describes function ReceiveJmg. 

DDRF235 *Receive_DD235() 

This function receives the response to a Data Dictionary "show all", "show 

<reg expr>", or "show new all". If an error is detected, errornum is set to the 

appropriate error number and NULL is returned to the calling function. The 

structure used to receive the incoming data is shown below. 

typedef struct{ 

int frame_type; 

int f_type_code; 

int num_subjects; 

SubjList *titles; 

}DDRF235; 
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NULL 

NULL 

new 
image 

done 

read soclcct 

create XDR stream 

read frame header 

seierromum 

create file 

get receive buffer 

loop for num Jmagcs 

release alt buffers 

return NULL 

read image data 

return SUXESS 

write data to file 

Figure 3.25: Receive image flow diagram 
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SDRF *Receive_SEL() 

Read and store select response data. If an error is detected, set errornum and 

return NULL. Otherwise, return pointer to decoded data. 

typedef struct{ 

int num_attbts; 

attr_struct *att_info; 

int frame_type; 

int f_type_code; 

}SDRF; 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 System Constraints 

Currently, the software will only run on an Unix-based platform. The current 

communications system for ImageNet is restricted to a 1024 byte packet size which 

is imposed by the Unix TCP socket interface. As a result, the number of frames 

needed to transfer an image is large and thus there is some unnecessary frame header 

overhead. If an error is found when doing an image retrieval, the reception is aborted 

regardless of the number of images requested. This represents a slight problem for the 

user since he will be required to make another image request starting with the image 

where the error was discovered. Once the image is stored at the user workstation, 

the textual information is lost. The only time the user has access to the textual 

information is when he is making an image retrieval request. 

4.2 Recommendation for Migration to PC Environment 

The workstation software was designed to operate on a Unix environment. Porting 

the software to a DOS based PC system will be very difScult given the number of 
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Unix system calls used in the current implementation and the lack of multitasking. 

However, a 386 or 486 based PC running Unix will provide a suitable environment 

for this application. In [18], the first of a series of articles, a practical way of porting 

UNIX to the 386 PC is described. The PC will be required to have X-windows 

capabilities and a VGA display as a minimum. If the PC is directly attached to 

the network then the TCP interface provided by the communications module will be 

sufficient. On the other hand, if the PC is connected to the DBN through a serial 

line then it will be necessary to use SLIP or some other serial line protocol. Another 

possibility would be to run the workstation software remotely and simply use the PC 

to display images and the menu for the user. 

4.3 Disadvantages of PC Environment 

Although a 386 and 486 based PCs can potentially offer multitasking, DOS limits 

this capability thus the Unix operating system is almost a requirement. Another 

drawback of a PC environment, even under Unix, is the limited memory and storage 

space. 

4.4 Future Work 

As mentioned before, in Section 4.1, the frame size is limited to 1024 bytes. A 

simple and helpful improvement would be to increase the frame size to at least 2KB 

and thus decrease header overhead. This may require the use of the UDP socket 
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interface provided by the UNIX operating system. In order to provide the user 

with "real-time" display of incoming data a dedicated window could be added to the 

system, this will allow the user to have a better understanding of how the transactions 

are being executed. An additional option is needed which allows the user to view 

and remove offline requests. Currently, keyboard input events are not caught by 

the x-windows interface eventually, users may prefer to use the keyboard for specific 

tasks. 

A list of possible DBNs to which a workstation can connect to can be added 

to the WS software. In case of DBN or link failure, the workstation software will 

automatically search through the list until an operational DBN is found or the end 

of the list is reached. 

Add a tracking system to automatically go through the image directory and delete 

images which have been there longer than a maximum period of time (User specified). 

To improve system performance, both WSs and DBNs can be connected to the same 

communications network. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A contains the data types, codes, and structure definitions used by the 

user interface and communications software. 

/* Type codes use numbers 1-30 = */ 

#define CHAR 1L /* char */ 
#define INTEGER 2L /* integer */ 
#define SHORT 3L /* short integer */ 
#define LONG 4L /* long integer */ 
#define UN.SHRT 5L /* unsigned short integer * /  
#define UN_LQNG 6L /* unsigned long integer */ 
#define DOUBLE 7L /* double precision */ 
#define FLOAT 8L /* single precision */ 
#define ARRAY 9L /* array */ 
#define STRUCT 10L /* structure */ 
#define STRING 11L /* string */ 
#define IMAGEKEY 12L /* image key identifier */ 
#define DATE 13L /* date type */ 
#define TOKEN 14L /* token for offline retrieve */ 
#define REXP 15L /* regular expression */ 
#define END 16L /* end of frame */ 
#define TEST 17L /* for debugging only */ 
#define EOB 18L /* end of block */ 
#define START 19L 

#define MAXTYPEND 19 / *  number of types specified */ 

/* Command Codes use numbers 31-50 */ 

#define CONNECT 31 /* Establish connection to DBN */ 
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#define DISCONNECT 32 /* Release connection */ 

#define DATADICT 33 /* Data Dictionary facility */ 
#define QUERY 34 /* Query DBN */ 
#define SELECT 35 i* Select */ 
#define RETKEY 36 /* Retreive by key (on-line mode) */ 
#define RETCACHE 37 /* Retreive cached images */ 
#define RETNAME 38 /* Retrieve by name */ 

/* Option Codes use numbers 51-60 */ 

#define NEW 

#define ALL 

#define MORE 

#define SUBJECT 

#define REGEXP 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

/* Continue processing prev req */ 

/* Regular expression */ 

/* Frame Type Codes use numbers 61-70 */ 

#define DATA 61 /* Data frame */ 
#define ERRORS 62 /* Error frame */ 
#define eCHO 63 /* Echo frame (for testing) */ 
#define DDFRAME 64 /* Data Dictionary frame */ 
#define QUERYFR 65 /* Query frame */ 
#define RETACK 66 /* Retreive ACK frame */ 
Sdefine SELECTRSP 67 /* Select frame */ 
#define RETRSP 68 /* Retreive Response */ 

/* Codes for Types of Data Frames use numbers 71-80 */ 

#define IMGDESC 71 /* Image descriptor */ 
#define IMGDATA 72 /* Image data */ 

#define SUBATTS 73 /* Subject attributes */ 
#define SUBLIST 74 /* Subject list */ 
#define ACKOFFLINE 75 /* Ack for off-line retreival * /  
#define RETT0K 76 

/* Codes for Types of Error Frames use numbers 81-110 */ 
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#define INTERR 81 /* Integer type expected */ 
#define ILLRET 82 /* Illegal retrival mode */ 
#define DATEERR 83 /* Date type expected */ 
#define ILLNUMIMG 84 /* Illegal number of images spec. */ 
#define KEYERR 85 /* Image key type expected */ 
#define STRERR 86 /* String type expected */ 
#def ine ILLNMFLDS 87 /* Illegal number of fields */ 
#def ine UNKNOWN 88 /* Unknown data type specified */ 
#define BADATTYPE 89 /* Bad attribute type sepcified */ 
#define NORELSEL 90 /* No relation selected for query */ 
ttdefine UNCMD 91 /* Unknown command * /  
#define ILLDEADLN 92 /* Illegal deadline for retrieval */ 
#define QERR 93 /* Error queueing offline request */ 
tfdefine NOQID 94 /* Error obtaining queue id for 

offline retrieval */ 
#define XDRERR 95 /* Error reading xdr stream assoc 

with frame */ 
#define DDBADQPT 96 /* Bad option in data diet commeind*/ 
#define ENDERR 97 /* end expected */ 
#define TKNERR 98 /* Token error */ 
#define ERROPEN 99 /* Error opening connection */ 
#define RDERR 100 /* Socket read error */ 
#define ILLNUMATTS 101 /* Illegal number of attributes */ 
#define EDBER 102 /* End of block error */ 
#define NOCACHE 103 /* No cached files found */ 
#define NOIMAGE 104 /* Image specified for retrieval 

not found. */ 
#define NQDESCS 105 /* No image descriptors */ 
#define NOSUBS 106 /* No subjects available */ 
#define NORELATION 107 /* No relation available */ 
#define NOREHSVC 108 /* No remote server */ 

#define HRERR 140 /* Socket write error */ 
#define FILEERR 141 /* Error opening file * /  
#define NOTCONN 142 /* Connection has not been 

established */ 
#define ILLNUMSUBJ 143 /* Illegal number of subjects */ 
#define RNGENUMERR 144 /* Range or enum type expected */ 
#define WRFILERR 145 /* Error writing to file */ 
#define SELRSPERR 146 /* Select response frame expected */ 
#define ATTERR 147 /* Subject attributes expected */ 
#define ACKERR 148 /* Retreive Acknowledge frame 
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#define MEMALOCFAIL 149 / *  
#define ILLSOCKNUM 150 / *  
#define S0CK0PTERR 151 / *  
#define GETSOCKERR 152 / *  

expected */ 

Memory allocate failure */ 

Illegal socket number */ 

Error setting socket option */ 

Error getting socket option */ 

/* Image Retrieval Mode Codes use numbers 110-115 */ 

#define ONLINE 110 /* on-line retreival */ 

#define OFFLINE 111 /* off-line retreival */ 

/* Off-line Retreival Acknowlegmnent Codes use numbers 116-120 */ 

ftdefine ACK 116 /* ack for offline retreival */ 

tfdefine NACK 117 /* nack for offline retreival */ 

/* Field types within data frames; use numbers 121 - 135 */ 

#define IMGDESMO 121 

#define SUBLISTMO 122 

ttdefine N0M0RE 123 

#define ATT_ENUM 124 

/* image descriptors - more available */ 

/* subject list-more subjects available */ 

/* no more data availabel for request */ 

/* attribute type is an enumerated type -

values are read as strings */ 

#define ATT_NUMERIC 125 /* attribute type is numeric, values 

represent a range * /  

#define IMGXFRHD 126 

#define IMGHEAD 127 

/* Other error codes */ 

Sdefine SUXESS 0 /* operation completed OK */ 

/* Some structure declarations */ 

typedef struct date { 
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int day; /* Structure for the date */ 

int month; 

int year; 

} Date; 

typedef struct token_type { /* Struct for token information */ 

int proc_id; 

int transaction; 

} Token; 

typedef struct imagekey { /* Struct for Image information */ 

struct imagekey *next; 

unsigned long host.nunt; 

unsigned long image_id; 

char *image_name; 

char *iiuage_desc; 

> ImageKey; 

typedef rhar *Rexp; /* Regular expression type */ 

/* This union contains all types that can possibly be used within 

a frames. 

This type declaration should contain the same number and types 

as in the type Code declaration above */ 

typedef union { 

char cval; 

int ival; 

short shortval; 

long longval; 

unsigned short ushortval; 

unsigned long ulongval; 

double dval; 

float fval; 

char *sval; 

Rexp rxval; 

ImageKey imgval; 

Date dateval; 
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Token tokenval; 

> Type.Tag; 

/* This structure is used to hold 

subjects from DDRF235 */ 

typedef struct subjlist-C 

struct subjlist *next; 

char *subject; 

} SubjList; 

/* pointer to next node */ 

/* pointer to subject */ 

/* This structure contains info 

SDRF attribute list 

typedef struct{ 

char *att_name; / *  
int num_fields; / *  
int att_kind; / *  
unsigned long att_type; / *  
Type.Tag •values; 

} attr_struct; 

/* This is the structure used for 

Query and DD 1 

typedef struct{ 

int frame_type; /* 

int f_type_code; /* 

int num_descr; /* 

ImageKey *iraage_info; /* 

> QDDiRF; /* 

/* This is the structure used for 

DD 2,3,5 

typedef struct-[ 

int frame_type; /* 

int f_type_code; /* 

int num„subj; /* 

ir the 

*/ 

attribute name */ 

number of fields */ 

attribute kind (range or value)*/ 

data type of attribute */ 

*/ 

type of frame */ 

code for type */ 

number of descriptors */ 

pointer to ImageKeyLst which */ 

image information */ 

*/ 

frame type */ 

code for type •/ 

number of subjects */ 
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SubjList *titles; /* pointer to struct of subjects */ 

> DDRF235; 

/* This is the structure used for 

Select */ 

typedef struct{ 

int num_attbts; /* number of attributes */ 

attr_struct *att_info; /* pointer to Att Frame structure */ 

int frame_type; /* frame type */ 

int f_type_code; /* type code */ 

> SDEF; 

/* This is the structure for a 

WS query request */ 

typedef struct{ 

int num_attbts; 

attr_struct *att_info; 

}• QFrame; 

/* This is the structure used for 

Retreive acknowlegraents */ 

typedef struct{ 

int frame_type; /* frame type */ 

int status; /* ACK or NACK */ 

Token t_data; /* token in case of ACK */ 

> RRACK; 

/* This is the structure used to hold 

part of the info from a Retreive */ 

typedef struct-C 

int frame_type; /* frame type */ 
int f„type_c°de; /* type code */ 
int img_number; /* image number out of some total 
int block_number; /* block number out of some total 

int num_images; 

int num_blocks; 

char *image_data; 
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char *image_name; 

> RBF; 

/* socket descriptor */ 

int sock_desc; 

int conn_status; 

int SDCKETREAD; 

int SOCKETWRITE; 

/* Indicates whether there is more data or not, */ 

int MDREAVAILABLE; 

/* Global structures for X-interface */ 

QDD1RF 

DDRF235 

SDRF 

RRACK 

QFrame 

*RespqDDl; 

*RespDD235; 

•RespSEL; 

•RespOFFLlNE; 

•SendqRY; 

#define STARTENTRIES 30 /* 

#define QDD1_ 1 /* 

#define QDD1_DES 2 /* 

Sdefine DD235_ 3 /* 

starting num of entries in a list*/ 

indicates Query or DDI response */ 

indicates QDD1 resp. image descr.*/ 

indicates DD 2,3,5 response */ 

#ifndef MAXPATHLENGTH 

#define MAXPATHLENGTH 100 

#endif 

#define EDL >\0> 

#ifndef TRUE 

#define TRUE 1 

#endif 

#ifndef FALSE 

#define FALSE 0 

tfendif 
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